paper focuses on the problem of data clustering in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). The data time window is a landmark window, from the time WSN starts working up to the current time. The objective is to group sensory data generated by sensor nodes deployed in a two-dimensional physical space by the similarity of sensory data in the multi-dimensional sensory data space. To perform in-network data clustering efficiently, we propose HilbertMap, a novel dimensionality reduction technique based on the Hilbert Curves, to map a multi-dimensional data space to a two-dimensional physical space. Through this mapping, the communications for clustering mostly occur between geographically nearby sensor nodes. We have conducted simulation experiments on both real-world and synthetic datasets. Our results show that HilbertMap improves the communication efficiency while maintaining a good clustering quality.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been employed in variety of wide-area environmental continuous monitoring applications, such as continuous monitoring of water distribution systems [1] , real-time surveillance of maritime zones [2] and drinking water quality monitoring [3] . These applications require either continuous, real-time monitoring or periodical-based and conditional-based online analytical results about the environment.
As an example application, it is necessary to monitor ingredient of water and determine the quality of water in real time in aquiculture [4] . Culturists expect to know in real time how many types of water quality there exist so that they can control quantity of fish and bivalve mollusks in real time to avoid economic loss [4] . In this application, real time clustering of d-dimensional sensory data is very important, where d is the dimensionality of sensory data. A wireless underwater sensor network monitoring system [2] can be deployed below ocean water or freshwater that monitors parameters of water such as water temperature, dissolved oxygen, salinity, PH, mercury, cadmium and so on. This wireless underwater sensor network can report the number of types of water quality in real time manner according to clustering results of d-dimensional sensory data.
As another example application, researchers develop generic WSNs to enable real time monitoring of water distribution and sewer networks [1] . The project involves three main applications: (1) water conservation; (2) integrated monitoring of hydraulic and drinking water quality parameters; (3) development of systems to enable remote detection of leaks and prediction of pipe burst events. In the second application, environmentalists expect to know in real time how many types of drinking water quality there exist so that they can control quantity of microorganism and chemical medicine in real time to ensure the quality of drinking water. In this application, real time clustering of d-dimensional sensory data is also very important. A chemical wireless sensor network monitoring system [3] can be deployed below drinking water to monitor parameters of water such as microorganism, dissolved oxygen, PH, mercury, cadmium and other chemical medicine. This wireless sensor network can real-time report how many types of drinking water quality according to clustering results of ddimensional sensory data.
Regarding clustering in WSNs, there exist some works on clustering sensor nodes such as [5] [6] [7] which groups sensor nodes according to their geographic positions mainly for routing, node localization and data aggregation. This paper is different from clustering sensor nodes. The main innovation of this paper is that we propose a clustering algorithm H-Cluster to cluster sensory data collected by all nodes in a WSN based on the similarity of the sensory data rather than clustering sensor nodes. This novel clustering algorithm emphasizes the data-centric characteristic of WSNs. It is useful if users need overviews of the areas monitored by WSNs.
Clustering algorithms in data mining have been extensively investigated [8] . Generally, there exist four kinds of clustering algorithms: partitioning algorithms, hierarchical algorithms, density based algorithms and grid based algorithms [8] . However, these algorithms are designed specifically for data mining in general computers. Limitations of WSNs, such as network bandwidth and power supply, are not considered by these works. Therefore, most of the existing clustering algorithms are centralized which are not suitable for WSNs. The detailed reasons are given as follows: a centralized algorithm may need to be run at the base station. This requires all sensors to send their data to the sink, and therefore is inefficient, especially for large scale WSNs. First, the data amount of the entire network could be huge, whereas the size of the clustering result might be much smaller. Sending all sensory data to the sink consumes much energy. Also, energy conservation is a primary concern for WSNs and data transmission dominates energy consumption. It has been shown in [9] that the energy for transmitting 1kB of data over 100m is almost enough for executing three million instructions. Second, the available communication bandwidth is very limited in WSNs. The transmission of the huge amount of data as well as noise from the outside world overwhelms the wireless channel and may cause severe data loss, which results in poor clustering quality.
To alleviate the aforementioned problems, we propose a novel and efficient in-network sensory data clustering algorithm called H-Cluster. The input of this algorithm is the set of sensory data collected by all the sensors in a WSN from the time of WSN starts working up to current time. The output of this algorithm is a set of cluster features that summarize the clusters of the input sensory data set. The cluster features requires limited storage on each node. For the purpose of energy conservation, we need to constrain these communications to neighboring sensors that are geographically close. We propose HilbertMap, a mapping algorithm based on the Hilbert Curves, to map a d-dimensional sensory data space into a two-dimensional area covered by a WSN. Through this mapping, sensory data items that are close in the data space are first mapped to sensors that are geographically close. Next, clustering of the sensory data is carried out only through local communications among sensors that are close to each other. The communications for clustering are highly localized and energy consumption is reduced.
Recently, two distributed algorithms Elink [10] and DSIC [11] have been proposed to perform data clustering in sensor networks. The two state-of-the-art algorithms focus on clustering fresh sensory data at the current time, whereas this paper focuses on the accumulated data from the time of WSN starts working up to current time. Elink and DSIC are the algorithms for clustering snapshot data in WSNs. This is the main difference between H-cluster, Elink and DSIC. The main contributions are as follows:
1. We propose HilbertMap, a mapping algorithm to map a d-dimensional sensory data space virtually generated by a WSN into a two-dimensional area covered by the WSN such that sensory data items that are close in the data space are forwarded to the sensors that are geographically close. HilbertMap can be easily implemented on a sensor mote thanks to the low complexity of HilbertMap, which is O(d), where d is the dimensionality of sensory data.
2. We develop a distributed clustering algorithm HCluster based on HilbertMap. Through HilbertMap, the communications for clustering mostly occur among geographically adjacent sensors and this in-network processing technique efficiently avoids spending unnecessary energy in finding global clusters.
3. Extensive simulations were conducted to evaluate the performance of H-Cluster. The simulation results
show that H-Cluster consistently achieves the lowest data loss rate and the highest energy efficiency. Due to its low data loss rate, H-Cluster achieves better clustering quality.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the problem description of this paper. Section III explains the detailed approaches of sensory data relocating for data clustering. Section IV presents innetwork data clustering algorithm. Simulation results are presented in Section V. Section VI gives all related work. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

A. Sensory Data Cluster
Assume 
The definition of similarity is derived from L1-norm. L1-norm is a typical metric for measuring similarity between two data items [12] . To make the concept of sensory data cluster clear, we partition the SDS into nonoverlapping grids. This is accomplished by partitioning each domain k A into m intervals with equal length for
, where
We assume that all the nodes in a WSN have the
can be estimated by history data. Each grid u r is expressed as 
A sensory data item 1 2 ( , ,..., ) After receiving the user-specified threshold vector Min Max = [-20, 20] . In this figure, every black point denotes a sensory data. Given a threshold vector
( , ) (6, 11) δ δ δ = = r , a user-specified density threshold 3 1 λ = ≥ .We choose m=4, and it satisfies To reduce the storage space, IDList can be implemented by Bloom Filters [13] . Obviously, a grid can be described by a grid feature and a cluster can be described by a cluster feature. A cluster feature is a set of connected grid features and its average density is greater than the density threshold λ. In Fig. 1 ,
Definition 2.7. (Cluster Feature) Given a sensory cluster UList , the cluster feature of UList is defined as a set of grid features, denoted by
} is a cluster feature with λ=3 and Dens(CF)=23/7≥λ. In the rest of the paper, we only need to deal with the grid features and the cluster features.
B. Problem Definition
The problem studied in this paper is defined as follows: given a WSN with N sensor nodes, a set of d-dimensional , and a user-specified density threshold λ , design an in-network sensory data clustering algorithm to find k cluster features 1 CF , III. SENSORY DATA RELOCATING FOR CLUSTERING Sensory data relocating is the preparation for clustering. Its purpose is to distribute the data collected by a WSN among sensor nodes, so that the data items that are close in the d-dimensional SDS are close in the 2-dimensional area covered by the WSN. It guarantees that (1) the ddimensional sensory data in one grid are stored at one sensor node, and (2) the neighbor grids are stored at different sensor nodes that are geographically close in the 2-dimensional area.
Sensory data relocating can be obtained by two mapping algorithms: FastMap and HilbertMap. FastMap is from [14] and HilbertMap is proposed in this paper. The two mapping algorithms are paratactic, their function is that mapping the data items in the SDS into the nodes in the 2-dimensional geographical area coved by a given WSN. This section introduces FastMap and HilbertMap.
A. FastMap
For self-containedness, we describe our implementation of a modified version of FastMap [14] in this section. The heart of the modified FastMap is to project all hypercubes on two perpendicular pivots.
First, we select a pair of hypercubes in d-dimensional sensory data space and consider a line that passes through the two hypercubes as the first pivot. To do that, we choose two hypercubes v r ) are computed by using the cosine law [14] that is for any hypercube w r , the first coordinate of w r in 2-dimensional geographic area is w x , where ( , ) ( ( , )) ( )
For any hypercube w r , the second coordinate of w r in 2-dimensional geographic area is w y , where 
The complexity of the FastMap algorithm is O(m d ).
B. HilbertMap
Let G be the set of the grids in a given SDS produced by a WSN with node set S, and P be the set of the positions in a 2-dimensional area covered by the WSN. . The 2-dimensional area is partitioned into 4 sub-squares. Each sub-square is numbered by a Hilbert derived key [15] as shown in Fig. 2 . The first dimension coordinate of w r is 3, so we continue partitioning the 4th sub-square (bottom-right corner) into 4 sub-sub-squares. The procedure repeats 3 times. The coordinate of the centroid of the shaded square is the output of HilbertMap.
Algorithm 1 HilbertMap
Input: In the first phase, we merge connected grid features to the local cluster features of D at each destination node. In the second phase, we combine the connected local clusters to obtain the global cluster.
A. Generating Local Cluster Features
The first phase of the distributed clustering algorithm is to merge connected grid features to the local cluster features of D. When a clustering query is issued, it is flooded within the network. After receiving the clustering query, all the destination nodes that hold grid features execute the distributed algorithm. Assume that node s is an arbitrary destination node that maintains grid features Time complexity: The Algorithm 2 checks |E| edges to find a pair dense cluster feature <CFB iB , CFB jB >∈E, and combines the edge, then |E| is reduced by 1 until E is empty. The total number of dense cluster feature in E is n, the total time complexity is n.|E|.
B. Finding Global Cluster Features
The second phase of the distributed clustering algorithm is to combine the connected local clusters located on different nodes to get the global clusters. The process of getting global clusters consists of four basic steps. The first step is to send clustering requests from those nodes which hold cluster features. The second step is to receive, process, cluster requests, and return reply information. The third step is to receive and process reply information. The fourth step is the terminated condition of the algorithm. The pseudo code of finding global clusters is presented in Algorithm 3. 
Algorithm 3 Finding_Global_Clusters
Input
C. Extending to Large Scale Networks
In a sensor network with N nodes, it is possible to have an extreme situation where sensory data items from a source node s have to be routed to a very distant destination node in the network resulting in a communication cost of ( ) O N at every epoch. To solve this problem, a network can be logically partitioned into
M M ×
sub-networks. The in-network sensory data clustering algorithm can be applied in each sub-network. In this way, the communication cost can be reduced from
. Clustering results of each subnetwork can be delivered to the sink, and the sink can finish the combination of clustering results.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. Experimental Setup
We implemented our distributed clustering algorithm based on HilberMap (called H-Cluster) and FastMap (called F-Cluster) as well as the centralized clustering algorithms (called C-Corner and C-Center). FastMap [14] can also map a d-dimensional grid into a 2-dimensional physical position such that the neighbour grids are stored at different nodes that are close in the 2-dimensional area. For H-Cluster, F-Cluster, and C-Corner, the sink is placed at the bottom-left corner of the network. For CCenter, the sink is placed at the center of the network.
Simulator. We choose ns-2 (ns-allinone-2.28[17]) as our network simulator. Table I lists all parameters. MAC Protocol. The IEEE 802.15.4 is adopted. Routing protocol. We implemented a greedy routing protocol which is similar to GPSR in ns-2. In order to save energy, nodes in our protocol do not send messages periodically to report their positions. Topology, radio range, and node density. We used CMU's version of setdest tool in ns-2 to randomly generate five scenarios. Nodes were uniformly deployed with network sizes ranging from 100 nodes to 500 nodes. Each node has a radio range of 10m. For the results presented here, each node has an average of 6 nodes within its normal radio range.
Synthetic dataset. The synthetic dataset is obtained from a synthetic data generator developed by us. The generator controls the structures and the sizes of the data sets, such as the number of records and the number of attributes. The type of each attribute is double and the range values is [0, 1].
Real Dataset: real sensory data collected from 54 Mica2 motes by the Intel Research Lab at Berkeley [18] during 600 epochs. This dataset was collected within an epoch of about 31 seconds. We limit our discussions to four of the attributes sensed by these motes, i.e., temperature, humidity, light, and voltage.
B. Mapping Quality
We compare the mapping qualities of HilbertMap and FastMap [14] . HilbertMap and FastMap are implemented in C++ on a PC, which has a 1700MHz processor and 512M RAM.
To evaluate mapping quality, we use the stress function [14] defined by Formula 5.1 and the average number of hops from source nodes to destination nodes as measurements. The stress function is given as follows: The square of stress
The number of intervals on each dimension FastMap HilbertMap Fig. 5 illustrates that the average number of hops from source nodes to destination nodes using different clustering algorithms. While N increases, for C-Center and C-Corner, the average number of hops from source nodes to destination nodes increases as well. The reason is that when the sink is placed at the center or the corner of the network, the average number of hops is ( ) O N . Therefore, for C-Center and C-Corner, the average number of hops from source nodes to destination nodes increases when network size N increases. In this implementation, 200 is set as the threshold for partitioning the network into sub-networks. When network size , in the experiment we partitioned sensor network into 2 2 × subnetworks, and H-Cluster and F-Cluster were applied in each sub-network. In this way, the average number of hops from source nodes to destination nodes decreases as discussed in C of Section IV. 
C. Sensory Data Loss Rate
In the simulation, we found that when a huge amount of sensory data is delivered, some data may be lost due to limited bandwidth. We define sensory data loss rate as the ratio of the amount of lost sensory data over the total amount of data sent by sensor nodes. It is obvious that if data loss rate is high, some information is lost and this may greatly affect clustering quality. The sensor data loss rate Amount of sensor data C-Corner C-Center F-Cluster H-Cluster Fig. 6 The amount of data vs. the data loss rate First, we investigated the effect of amount of sensory data on sensory data loss rate. We used CMU's version setdest to generate a topology with 300 nodes. The number of sensory data generated by each node varies from 1 to 5. Fig. 6 shows that sensory data loss rate goes up as the amount of sensory data increases. H-Cluster has the smallest loss rate. The sensory data loss rate of FCluster is smaller than that of C-Center and C-Corner. The reason is that sending all data to a single destination node results in a bottleneck and data collisions. In HCluster and F-Cluster, there are more destination nodes compared with the centralized algorithms. Since HCluster has less hops between source and destination than F-Cluster does, the sensory data loss rate of H-Cluster is smaller than that of F-Cluster. The sensor data loss rate Network size C-Corner C-Center F-Cluster H-Cluster Fig. 7 The sensory data loss rate vs. N Next, we studied the effect of network size on sensory data loss rate using different topologies. In each topology, every sensor node only generated 1 sensory data item. From Fig. 7 we find that sensory data loss rate is irregular, but for every fixed topology, the loss rate of H-Cluster is the smallest. The sensory data loss rate of F-Cluster is also smaller than that of C-Center and C-Corner. The data loss rate first goes down and then grows up as the network size is increased. This because if the network size is small, the destination nodes are more close, when data arrive at destination nodes would result in a bottleneck and data collisions. If the network size appreciably extends, it can properly relax collisions. However, if the network size is large, the amount of sensory data is huge, the data loss rate grows up as the network size is increased.
D. Energy Efficiency
The primary energy consumption in a WSN is for radio communication [9] . In our simulations, due to limited bandwidth some sensory data is lost. It results in such situation in ns-2: when sensory data loss rate increases, the energy consumption reduces; otherwise when sensory data loss rate decreases, the energy consumption increases. Therefore, using the total amount of energy spent on communication as the primary yardstick for measuring the cost of a clustering algorithm is not appropriate. We define energy efficiency as follows: Energy efficiency=(1-sensory data item loss rate)/(the total amount of energy spent on communication). If a clustering algorithm spends small energy to process much more sensory data, i.e., if the energy efficiency is large, then the algorithm is better.
First, we investigated the effect of network size on energy efficiency. We used CMU's version setdest to generate five topologies. The number of epochs is 30. Fig.  8 shows that the energy efficiency decreases as network size increases because of the increase in the total amount of energy spent on communication. It is shown in Fig. 8 that H-Cluster has the largest energy efficiency. The energy efficiency of F-Cluster is better than that of CCenter and C-Corner. Next, we studied the effect of the amount of sensory data on the energy efficiency. We chose a topology with 500 nodes. The number of epochs varies from 10 to 30 with an increment of 5. Fig. 9 shows that the energy efficiency decreases as the amount of sensory data increases because of the increase in the total amount of energy spent on communication. Another reason is that the energy efficiency is correlative with sensory data loss rate. When the amount of data increases, the sensory data loss rate also increases, and the energy efficiency reduces. From Fig. 9 we know that H-Cluster has the largest energy efficiency. 
E. Clustering Quality
Clustering quality is an important criteria for evaluating clustering algorithms. We regard the clustering result of the centralized clustering algorithm CLIQUE [19] in the ideal situation (called C-Ideal) as an optimal clustering result. In the ideal situation, all sensory data can be delivered to the sink and there is no lost sensory data. To evaluate a clustering algorithm's clustering quality, we use the similarity between the results obtained by this algorithm and the results obtained by C-Ideal as a measurement.
Assume that we find cn clusters C-ideal={CB c-ideal The clustering algorithm with the best clustering quality will maximize the following parameter: Table II and Table III .
Endwhile
In Table II and III, CMAX is the cluster with the maximum number of sensory data items. CMIN is the cluster with the minimum number of sensory data items. MAXR is the cluster with the maximum radius. MINR is the cluster with the minimum radius. TNSD is the total number of sensory data items. NCF is the number of discovered clusters. n is the number of sensory data items in a cluster. r is the radius of a cluster.
Finally, we calculated Sim(C-Corner), Sim(C-Center), Sim(F-Cluster), and Sim(H-Cluster), and they are shown in Table IV . From Table IV we know that our distributed clustering algorithm outperforms the centralized algorithms. The main reason is that clustering quality is relevant to sensory data loss rate. H-Cluster has a low sensory data loss rate, thus this can guarantee that its average similarity is as maximum as possible. The reason of low sensory data loss rate is that using HilbertMap the communications for clustering mostly occur among close sensor nodes. VI. RELATED WORK Data mining for WSNs is a new emerging research area. Much work has been done on discovering frequent patterns and detecting outlier. For discovering frequent patterns in WSNs, [20] explored the use of in-network data mining techniques to discover frequent event patterns and their spatial and temporal properties. [21] studied the problem of mining frequent value sets from a large sensor network. Regarding detecting outlier in WSNs, [22] studied the problem of unsupervised outlier detection in WSNs and developed an in-network algorithm with a communication load proportional to the outcome. [23] proposed a framework to compute an approximation of multi-dimensional data distributions in order to identify either distance-based or density-based outliers. [24] studied localization of mobile objects in WSNs and proposed a probabilistic semi-supervised data mining approach to reduce calibration effort and increase tracking accuracy. [10] proposed a spatial clustering that partitions the network into a set of spatial regions. However, existing works on mining in WSNs do not consider the problem of in-network real time clustering of sensory data.
In this paper, we propose a mapping algorithm based on the Hilbert Curves, HilbertMap, to map a ddimensional sensory data space into a two-dimensional area covered by a WSN. Through this mapping, sensory data items that are close in the data space are first mapped to sensors that are geographically close. HilbertMap is a hash function essentially. Hashing has been well-studied in the area of sensor networks [25, 26] . HilbertMap is quite different from these hashing functions. First, these works are targeted towards answering range queries, and HilbertMap is targeted towards sensory data clustering. Second, these works do not guarantee that sensory data items that are close in the data space are first mapped to sensors that are geographically close, and HilbertMap ensures this (see theorem 1) and saves much energy while doing sensory data clustering.
VII.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigate the problem of sensory data clustering in WSNs. We propose a distributed clustering algorithm, H-Cluster. This algorithm relies on our proposed mapping algorithm, HilbertMap, to map multi-dimensional sensory data items to positions in a 2-dimensional area. This mapping algorithm preserves data locality. Therefore, it makes data communications for clustering highly localized in the network. We also design and implement two centralized clustering algorithms as well as F-Cluster, and compared the performances of these algorithms in ns-2. Simulation results show that HCluster outperforms the others in terms of both energy efficiency and clustering quality.
